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Pulse Offers a Low-Cost, High-Frequency, High-Power Density Power Cube
Inductor Series in a Small Package
PG0220 Series through-hole shielded shaped core inductors in a 4040 size are less than 8mm
high for PCs with T-socket processors, VRMs, and DC/DC converters
SAN DIEGO, CA – September 27, 2004 – Pulse®, a Technitrol (NYSE: TNL) Company, one of the
world’s largest electronic component manufacturers and a leader in passive, magnetic-based components,
announces a new line in its family of through-hole shielded shaped core power inductors. Designed for
use with T-socket processors, the PG0220 series is ideal for use in voltage regulator module (VRM)
applications in computer desktops, portables, workstations, and servers, as choke inductors for buck
converters, and in DC/DC converters.
The PG0220 inductors have rated currents up to 38 amperes (A) and a high current saturation capability
up to 50A with an inductance range from 0.14 to 2.25 microhenries. The low direct current resistance
(DCR) from 0.70 to 5.30 milliohms maximum and a tight open-circuit inductance tolerance of plus or
minus 15 percent provide excellent efficiency and fast transient response. The operating temperature
range is from minus 40 degrees to plus 125 degrees Celsius. The PG0220 series packages come in an
industry standard, 4040 footprint.
The Pulse power cube inductor series has a high power density of 152 micro joules per cubic centimeter
in a compact 15.5mm (L) x 11mm (W) x 8mm (H) maximum profile. The inductors use a shielded Ecore package, allowing excellent heat dissipation and superior electromagnetic interference (EMI)
shielding. The PG0220 inductor series has lower DCR than toroidal inductor packages, which improves
the overall system efficiency. These characteristics are especially suitable for the latest VRMs powering
faster microprocessors.
“The competitively priced Pulse power cube inductors improve efficiency, reduce footprint, and increase
energy storage compared to existing processor power inductor solutions,” said John Gallagher, Pulse field
applications engineer. “The distributed gap core eliminates any concerns of saturation due to high
transients or phase imbalance. The low profile allows the power cube inductor to be placed underneath
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the processor heatsink and therefore closer to the processor, improving transient performance and further
increasing system power density.”
Parts in this series are available in trays, with prices averaging $0.21 per unit for a quantity of 100,000
units per order. Individual part pricing may vary due to volume, configuration, and shipping destination.
Contact Pulse directly for volume pricing and samples. Parts are available for immediate delivery.
Detailed technical specifications are available on datasheet P620.A located on the Pulse website at
http://www.pulseeng.com/pdf/P620.pdf.
About Pulse
Headquartered in San Diego, California, Pulse, a Technitrol (NYSE: TNL) Company, is one of the largest
magnetic component manufacturers in the world. Pulse primarily serves OEMs in the data networking,
telecommunications, high-speed Internet access, power conversion, military/aerospace, and consumer
electronics industries. Recognized as experts in interference (noise) reduction, miniaturization, power
management, and signal conversion, Pulse offers an extensive line of custom and standard passive
magnetic solutions for OEMs in commercial as well as consumer industries. An ISO 9000 registered
manufacturer, Pulse is fully engaged in joint development programs with key customers to ensure they
receive high-performance, high-quality, and high-reliability products at competitive prices. Pulse is a
member of and actively participates in IEEE, ANSI, T1/E1, and the DSL Forum.
In North America, contact Pulse’s worldwide headquarters in the United States at 858-674-8100. The
Pulse European offices are located in the United Kingdom and may be reached at +44-1483-401700, and
its Asian offices in Singapore can be reached at +65-6287-8998. For more information, visit the Pulse
website at www.pulseeng.com.
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